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This report draws from a two-part workshop series held at UC Berkeley School of Law in June and July of 2017. The two day-long workshops brought together approximately twenty recognized thought leaders in hydrogeology, law, and policy, including key academics, practitioners, and decision makers. Participants were asked to discuss a range of legal and technical dimensions of groundwater-surface water interactions and water rights under the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA). Topics included examples of conflicts between groundwater and surface water users and how conflicts have historically been resolved; how SGMA alters or should alter legal relationships between groundwater and surface water users; the tools needed to identify and address potential conflicts between groundwater and surface water uses; and the potential interactions between SGMA and other laws governing water use and environmental protection. Participants discussed these issues both in general terms and through the lens of specific case studies.

The authors synthesized content from the workshops and conducted additional legal analysis and technical and legal literature review to develop the policy-focused themes reflected in this report. This report strives to provide guidance for practitioners, including groundwater managers and state agency staff.
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Executive Summary

California’s Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA), passed in 2014, recognizes and addresses connections between surface water and groundwater. The statute is California’s first statewide law to explicitly reflect the fact that surface water and groundwater are frequently interconnected and that groundwater management can impact groundwater-dependent ecosystems, surface water flows, and the beneficial uses of those flows. As such, SGMA partially remedies the historically problematic practice of treating groundwater and surface water as legally distinct resources.

SGMA requires groundwater sustainability agencies (GSAs) to manage groundwater to avoid six undesirable results, including significant and unreasonable adverse impacts on beneficial uses of surface water. While this aspect of SGMA is clearly important, significant uncertainties exist regarding how GSAs will actually define and achieve this goal.

Addressing SGMA’s requirements for groundwater-surface water interactions will be difficult. Defining the issues at stake in any given basin, let alone successfully balancing the range of uncertainties and potentially conflicting interests, will pose challenges for many GSAs. No clear, pre-defined formula exists to guide GSAs in determining what significant and unreasonable depletions of interconnected surface water will be, or whether planned actions will sufficiently avoid them. Yet they are required to do so. Many GSAs will face pressure to aggressively address impacts on surface water in their basin. Many will face equal or greater pressure not to draw the line. Nevertheless, it will fall to the GSAs to make a determination, and to defend it in their groundwater sustainability plans (GSPs). Therefore, GSAs will likely take on some level of risk—of successful political opposition to their GSP, of successful legal challenges to their GSP, of their GSP performing ineffectively, or of all of these outcomes. Given the aggressive timeline inherent to SGMA, addressing this risk early will be crucial for preserving management options.

Challenges and risk are not the whole story, however. The process of addressing groundwater-surface water interactions also offers GSAs an opportunity to help communities and other stakeholders resolve, or avoid, difficult conflicts, and to do so in lasting ways. While California law has only recently begun to seriously address conflicts between surface and groundwater uses, those conflicts have been occurring for decades, and in some places for over a century. SGMA, in other words, did not create conflict between groundwater pumping and beneficial uses of surface water; instead it created an opportunity—as well as an obligation—to respond to those challenges. Embracing that opportunity will not be easy, but GSAs that take SGMA as an opportunity to resolve longstanding issues can do lasting good.

The research presented here examines some of the legal and institutional questions that will inevitably arise as GSAs seek to address groundwater-surface water interactions under SGMA. The core goal of this report is to help parties identify and address these questions, and ultimately to let GSAs and stakeholders manage groundwater-surface water interactions proactively and effectively.

KEY QUESTIONS FOR SGMA IMPLEMENTATION

While SGMA brings groundwater-surface water interactions into fresh focus, many open issues remain. This report focuses on several key unanswered questions:
1. How will surface water law and groundwater law interact under SGMA?

2. What constitutes a significant and unreasonable adverse impact on beneficial uses and users of interconnected surface water?

3. Which entities are responsible for addressing what aspects of the interactions between surface water and groundwater?

4. What might a process for effectively resolving groundwater-surface water issues and conflicts look like?

5. What legal and technical aspects of groundwater-surface water interactions under SGMA are unknown or uncertain, to what degree, and how and why might this uncertainty matter?

To begin to address these questions, UC Water and the Wheeler Water Institute convened two workshops at UC Berkeley School of Law in June and July 2017. These workshops brought together recognized thought leaders in hydrogeology, law, and policy, including key academics, practitioners, and decision makers. These discussions and additional research by the authors are the basis for this report.

We intend for this report to provide general guidance for SGMA’s implementers and interested stakeholders, although definitive answers do not exist for every issue we raise. Addressing groundwater-surface water interactions in California is largely uncharted territory. Significant physical, legal, and technical uncertainties will need to be resolved over time. Further, the diversity and uniqueness of groundwater and surface water basins around the state suggest that one-size-fits-all solutions will rarely exist, and that on some issues, each GSA will need to chart its own course. And yet, SGMA’s timeline dictates that GSAs and others need to make decisions and develop sustainability plans within the next few years. To assist these efforts, we examine the risks and benefits associated with different approaches for addressing groundwater-surface water interactions as part of SGMA implementation.

**CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING GROUNDWATER-SURFACE WATER INTERACTIONS UNDER SGMA**

Several overarching considerations emerged from our research. Below, we distill these considerations into a set of pointers to help GSAs and others structure their thinking about groundwater-surface water interactions.

1. **GSAs must strive to understand how groundwater management affects surface water and its uses.** This point is obvious but also important: SGMA tasks GSAs with avoiding depletions of interconnected surface water caused by groundwater extractions if those depletions have significant and unreasonable adverse impacts on beneficial uses of the surface water. Beneficial uses include consumptive and non-consumptive human uses and environmental uses (including by groundwater-dependent ecosystems). What it means to address groundwater-surface water interactions is less clear and will hinge on how GSAs define what is “significant and unreasonable”—a definition that must be backed up with evidence in the development of a GSP. But regardless of GSAs’ decisions about which effects are significant and unreasonable, meeting SGMA’s requirements will require GSAs to develop a working knowledge of the hydrogeology that controls the interconnections between surface water and groundwater within their basins. The nature and depth of understanding that will be required in any given basin will vary, as will the tools and methods needed. GSAs are not solely responsible for managing water supplies, but the basic task of developing this understanding is no longer optional.

2. **GSAs will need to consider how groundwater rights, surface water rights, environmental laws and regulations, and other relevant legal principles interact.** Understanding the ways groundwater management intersects with groundwater and surface water law is challenging,
particularly because many legal questions remain unresolved. But by taking on this task, GSAs can reduce the risk of legal challenge to their GSPs. To do so, they will need to develop an understanding of appropriative and riparian surface water rights, relevant environmental laws and regulations, and instream flow requirements within the basin. Table 1 summarizes some potential interactions between SGMA and specific areas of law and regulation relevant to groundwater-surface water interactions.

3. **GSAs must decide what is significant and unreasonable, and these local decisions will intersect with other laws.** Beyond just understanding how groundwater-surface water interactions intersect with other state and federal laws, GSAs also will need to make decisions that affect these intersections. Most importantly, GSAs must decide what counts as a significant and unreasonable impact upon beneficial uses of surface water. Those decisions will both affect and be affected by other legal requirements.

4. **Collaboration is important.** GSAs have significant authorities, but also must coordinate with others. Their purview for achieving sustainability is closely tied to the mandates of other local, state, and federal entities, as well as to consideration of the interests of a broad range of stakeholders, some of whom SGMA explicitly identifies. This is true of many aspects of SGMA, but coordination is particularly important for this particular undesirable result. Addressing surface water depletion means considering a wide range of stakeholder interests. Governance issues, including resources, capacity, and complexity, will be important and potentially limiting factors in determining what GSAs can achieve. Consequently, collaboration, negotiation, division of responsibilities, and other forms of engagement between GSAs and other entities will be crucial in most or all basins. However, questions remain about roles and responsibilities. Those questions will create challenges for GSAs but also offer opportunities to craft creative institutional arrangements.

5. **GSAs will need to develop management plans and make decisions despite significant legal and technical uncertainties.** Uncertainties include future climate variability, future legal developments, and technical uncertainties regarding the hydrogeology and ecology of the groundwater-surface water system. Legal and technical uncertainties will sometimes intersect, but GSAs will need to act even when neither the science nor the law is clear. An iterative approach may be appropriate: GSAs and other agencies and institutions must, in some cases, make proactive decisions as defensibly as possible in the face of uncertainty, yet must also be prepared to adapt as uncertainties are reduced through technical studies, institutional developments, and changes in the legal landscape.

SGMA’s recognition of the hydrogeological reality of interconnected surface water represents a crucial step for California towards fully integrated water management. But this recognition does not on its own solve all of the existing legal and management challenges. Rather, new challenges arise when trying to implement the law, and many of these challenges flow from the various legal doctrines that will need to be reconciled.

In this report, we offer structure for those navigating the legal, technical, and institutional challenges that relate to groundwater-surface water interactions and that are likely to arise during SGMA implementation. The report enumerates key considerations developing innovative, place-based solutions that reflect SGMA’s emphasis on local management. We highlight some of the roles and responsibilities of GSAs and others in addressing issues related to groundwater-surface water interactions. Our findings stress the importance of collaboration, not only among neighboring GSAs, but also with many other entities, in addressing the issues and challenges of managing groundwater-surface water interactions sustainably.
Area of law or regulation | Key intersections between SGMA and other laws in the context of groundwater-surface water interactions
--- | ---
Reasonable Use Doctrine | Groundwater use, like all water use in California, is subject to the reasonable use doctrine. But the practical implications of the doctrine are not entirely clear. Reasonable use is, by nature, a flexible and highly context-dependent concept that is based in part on value judgments.
Water rights | SGMA explicitly does not alter surface water or groundwater rights. However, the implications of bringing a groundwater basin’s water budget into sustainable balance may bear directly on both. SGMA does not provide a formula for resolving conflicts between surface water and groundwater rights, but it does provide opportunity and a potential forum for doing so—if GSAs are ambitious.
Regulatory takings | Water rights in California are property rights, and surface or groundwater users may bring takings claims if they believe regulatory restrictions on use have effectively taken their property. However, inherent in those rights is susceptibility to reasonable regulation. GSAs can reduce the risk of takings liability by managing groundwater in a manner generally consistent with California water rights.
Public Trust Doctrine | If groundwater pumping within a GSA’s jurisdiction draws water from aquifers that are tributary to surface waterways, the public trust doctrine is likely to be relevant.
Federal and State Endangered Species Acts (ESAs) | Endangered species laws apply to groundwater allocation decisions that may impact listed species. GSAs seeking to avoid consequences under the ESA should be aware of these species within the basin and explicitly address their needs when developing GSPs.
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) | The preparation and adoption of GSPs is specifically exempt from CEQA. However, implementation actions taken by a GSA under a GSP would remain subject to CEQA. Compliance with CEQA would include analyzing and mitigating potential negative impacts on interconnected surface waters.
Clean Water Act and Porter-Cologne Act | Although water quality is also addressed separately within SGMA, it is relevant to groundwater-surface water interactions, including through effects on streamflow volume and temperature.
Instream flow requirements | To avoid significant and unreasonable adverse impacts on surface water, minimize risk of litigation, and maximize their GSPs’ defensibility, GSAs will need to be aware of instream flow requirements set by the State Water Resources Control Board and consider them when developing and implementing GSPs.
I. Introduction

Until recently, California largely adhered to the “legal fiction” that groundwater and surface water are separate resources. This fiction was at odds with physical reality, for surface water and groundwater are frequently connected. Consequently, groundwater management can impact flows in rivers and streams, and affect the beneficial uses and users of those flows. But those interconnections, though long accepted by scientists, were not integrated into California water law.

With the passage of the 2014 Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA), that is beginning to change. SGMA requires California’s new groundwater sustainability agencies (GSAs) to manage groundwater to avoid significant and unreasonable adverse impacts on beneficial uses of interconnected surface water. Thus, understanding and managing the interactions between groundwater and surface water is an essential part of SGMA implementation.

However, significant uncertainties exist regarding how exactly GSAs will achieve this goal. Those uncertainties include unresolved legal questions, technical questions about the nature of groundwater-surface water interactions in particular basins, and institutional questions about who is responsible for developing and implementing solutions. Nevertheless, GSAs must deliver credible groundwater sustainability plans (GSPs) within a few short years, and those plans must address this element—and other elements—of sustainability.

This report’s goal is to articulate and examine key legal and institutional questions about the interactions between groundwater and surface water in California under SGMA, and to propose considerations for GSAs and other relevant stakeholders as they work to develop answers for their basins. The report strives to help various parties, including GSAs, state regulators, water users, and the legal community, identify important SGMA-related legal and institutional considerations involving groundwater-surface water interactions. While GSAs must decide what is significant and unreasonable, these decisions will be made in the context of other state and federal laws, which raises risks that a local GSA’s decisions could be challenged or undermined. This report aims to help GSAs minimize that risk.

A. Report Focus and Key Questions

The report focuses on the intersections between surface water law and the emerging SGMA regime. The report also focuses on questions about how potential conflicts involving intersections between surface water and groundwater might be resolved. While SGMA brings groundwater-surface water interactions into fresh focus, many key questions remain unanswered. The following questions are particularly important, and are the focus of the remainder of this report:

1. How will surface water law and groundwater law interact under SGMA? What tensions might arise between surface water rights and groundwater rights, and how might these tensions be navigated? How does environmental regulation of surface water uses intersect with groundwater management?

2. What constitutes a significant and unreasonable adverse impact on beneficial uses and users of interconnected surface water? When will impacts to surface water uses—including both human and environmental uses—necessitate a response by groundwater managers? How might a GSA, or a state regulator, approach this determination?
3. **Which entities are responsible for addressing the interactions between surface water and groundwater?**
Which responsibilities legally fall to GSAs and which to other entities (e.g., individual groundwater users, individual surface water users, other government agencies)? Legal obligations aside, what roles might GSAs and other entities play in addressing potential or identified problems?

4. **What might a process for effectively resolving groundwater-surface water issues and conflicts look like?** How might potential conflicts involving the interaction between surface water and groundwater be resolved fairly and efficiently in the context of SGMA?

5. **What legal and technical aspects of groundwater-surface water interactions under SGMA are still unknown or uncertain, and to what degree?** How do legal uncertainties and technical uncertainties intersect with one another? How and why might uncertainty matter?

For many of these questions, definitive answers do not yet exist. Thus, this report is intended to provide general guidance for those involved in SGMA implementation. SGMA implementation, and in particular, legally addressing groundwater-surface water interactions, is largely uncharted territory for California. Significant physical, legal, and technical uncertainties will need to be resolved over time, so many of the questions raised in the report simply do not, or do not yet, have clear answers. Further, the diversity and uniqueness of groundwater and surface water basins in the state suggests that one-size-fits-all solutions will never exist, and that each GSA will need to chart its own course. And yet, SGMA’s timeline dictates that GSAs and others need to make decisions and move forward with developing their plans to achieve sustainability.

In light of the tension between lack of clarity and the need to act quickly, we discuss each element in terms of existing knowledge, unanswered questions, and potential risks that might arise for parties as they seek to move forward in the face of uncertainty. This approach offers structure to decision makers and interested parties for near-term decisions, as well as clarifying why adapting to future developments will be essential in the long term.

### B. WHO SHOULD READ THIS REPORT?

The information and analysis in this report may be relevant to a range of audiences, including:

**Groundwater Sustainability Agencies.** Understanding and addressing groundwater-surface water interactions is now an obligation for GSAs. For many GSAs, avoiding this particular undesirable result presents a challenge. This report addresses legal issues, constraints, and opportunities that GSAs might face, and discusses how GSAs might go about navigating the uncertainties involved.

**State and federal regulatory, water supply, and wildlife agencies.** SGMA implementation raises questions about institutional responsibilities for addressing groundwater-surface water interactions. This report examines potential institutional roles and interactions between GSAs and other entities, including the California Department of Water Resources (DWR) and State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB); state and federal water supply agencies including DWR and the United States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR); and state and federal wildlife agencies including the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Fisheries (NOAA Fisheries), as well as the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA).

**Other stakeholders involved in groundwater management.** SGMA also affects other stakeholders with diverse interests, and the issues discussed in this report may be of interest to a number of other stakeholders including environmental groups, community groups, native American tribes, individuals and entities with surface or groundwater rights, technical consultants, and legal practitioners.
II. Understanding groundwater-surface water interactions

While this report focuses primarily on legal dimensions of groundwater-surface water interactions, one cannot understand those legal issues without some technical and scientific background. This section briefly explains the physical links between groundwater and surface water, the ecological consequences of those links, and the tools used to measure, characterize, and model the flows between groundwater and surface water.

A. LINKS BETWEEN GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER

Groundwater and surface water are highly interconnected in many landscapes. Streams, wetlands, and lakes can gain water from groundwater, lose water to groundwater, or do both at different locations or at different times of the year (Figure 1). The relationship between groundwater and surface water largely depends upon the elevation of the water table relative to the elevation of the stream surface. If the water table is higher than the surface water, groundwater flows into the stream or water body, and the surface water body is characterized as gaining. If the water table is lower than the stream surface, but still connected to the stream by a saturated zone, the stream or water body loses water to the water table, and the surface water body is characterized as losing. In some cases, when the water table has dropped far enough in elevation that the surface water and groundwater are separated by an unsaturated zone, a stream is characterized as disconnected.

Groundwater plays an important role in many ecosystems. Groundwater-dependent ecosystems (GDEs) are comprised of springs and seeps, wetlands and

Figure 1: Groundwater-surface water relationships: Gaining, losing, and disconnected streams. Source: USGS.
associated vegetation, or stream flows from groundwater discharge (baseflow). Groundwater pumping can impact these groundwater-dependent ecosystems; as groundwater is extracted, the water table drops, which can cause stream depletion via reduction in baseflow and can impact groundwater-dependent ecosystems that receive less water as the water table lowers.

It can be difficult to understand the precise nature of the connections between groundwater and surface water in a particular area because many groundwater basins have locally complex geology and ecology that complicates groundwater flow and groundwater-surface water dynamics. In the sedimentary basins currently subject to SGMA, groundwater-surface water interactions are shaped by stream geomorphology, subsurface structural discontinuities, and aquifer composition, including the distribution of bodies of sedimentary rock and flow characteristics throughout a given area.

Impacts on streamflow and GDEs from groundwater pumping can be difficult to directly attribute to particular pumpers. One reason for this difficulty is that impacts are often time-delayed (by days, months, years, or even decades) and are complicated by temporal and spatial patterns of groundwater pumping, sometimes in conjunction with managed aquifer recharge. Relationships between perched aquifer systems (those separated from underlying groundwater by a less permeable layer and an unsaturated zone) and regional pumping also are complex. While pumping of a regional aquifer may have an impact on surface waters at some point, stream reaches tied to perched aquifer systems are isolated from and not susceptible to groundwater pumping in the regional aquifer system below. Perched aquifer systems are also often important for GDEs, but may be difficult to manage from a regional perspective. Additionally, climate uncertainty and associated variability are likely to affect surface water availability, instream flows, and groundwater recharge, presenting yet another set of complicating factors.

Groundwater-surface water dynamics, like groundwater flow, are complicated and rarely straightforward to understand and manage. Ecosystem dynamics can be complex, with many GDEs requiring different groundwater flow conditions at different times of year. Adequately understanding groundwater-surface water interactions may thus require substantial study.

**B. TOOLS AND METHODS FOR UNDERSTANDING GROUNDWATER-SURFACE WATER INTERACTIONS**

A range of tools and methods can be used to shed light on the complex relationships between groundwater and surface water. There have been many technological advances in data collection, analysis, and modeling that contribute to a stronger knowledge of groundwater-surface water dynamics. Table 2 summarizes a number of different tools and methods for monitoring and measuring stream-aquifer dynamics, ranging from simple to more complex methods, and summarizes some of the key factors that may be involved in deciding whether a tool is a good fit for use in a given basin.

These tools and methods have not been applied evenly across the state of California. For many basins throughout the state, significant uncertainty about groundwater-surface water interactions still exists. Data collection, monitoring, and analysis remain limited in many areas. The uncertainty and limited availability of information regarding groundwater-surface water interactions present challenges for GSAs.

One challenge is related to maintaining GSA credibility with water users. Given limited information, groundwater users may not think that their pumping impacts surface water. For example, private pumpers five miles away from a river may not believe (or may refuse to believe) that their pumping could impact surface water. If these pumpers then dispute the basic factual premises for a GSA’s management actions, and the GSA cannot respond with robust data, it will face credibility issues.

A second challenge is that GSAs will need to decide what amount of uncertainty is acceptable. As Table 2 outlines, there are a variety of tools and methods for
measuring groundwater-surface water interactions. These tools vary widely in terms of cost and accuracy. There is also wide variance in the depth and accuracy of data and information that will be needed to understand a given basin, given that the precise nature of groundwater-surface water connections differs greatly within and between groundwater basins. Determinations about what constitutes an adequate conceptualization of groundwater-surface water interactions—and the costs of obtaining the information deemed adequate—are thus likely to vary widely. Data acquisition and analysis come with costs, and questions will arise regarding the acceptable balance of uncertainty and expense.

### Table 2: Tools and methods for monitoring and measuring stream-aquifer dynamics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOOL / METHOD</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>BENEFITS</th>
<th>COSTS AND LIMITATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Groundwater level monitoring near streams</td>
<td>Relies on monitoring water levels in wells on a seasonal or finer-scale basis. Well levels can be compared to surface water elevation to determine the direction of flow (into or out of the stream).</td>
<td>Simple; low cost (if existing network is adequate); relies on existing groundwater monitoring well network. Very useful for monitoring long term trends.</td>
<td>May be overly simple in many cases; does not provide a full picture of complex groundwater-surface water dynamics; existing well network may be inadequate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streamflow gaging and hydrograph analysis</td>
<td>Estimating baseflow by examining hydrographs to separate groundwater-derived flow from stormwater flows.</td>
<td>Relatively simple and low cost if streamflow gages already exist at appropriate locations. Provides a direct measure of streamflow contribution from groundwater.</td>
<td>Requires continuous stream gaging at appropriate (often multiple) locations. May not provide a full picture of complex groundwater-surface water dynamics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seepage meters</td>
<td>Using a device to directly measure flow between surface water bodies and groundwater. Commonly used to measure water losses from irrigation canals.</td>
<td>Device is low cost and simple to operate.</td>
<td>Numerous sources of error exist. Not well suited for surface water bodies with currents or fast water, rocky sediment, or very soft sediment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring of physical and geochemical properties</td>
<td>Monitoring of properties such as water temperature, isotopes, electrical resistivity, and salinity.</td>
<td>Ability to track movement of groundwater through a connected system. Useful in combination with other methods.</td>
<td>Possibly expensive data collection and analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOOL / METHOD</td>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td>BENEFITS</td>
<td>COSTS AND LIMITATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapping groundwater dependent ecosystems (GDEs), streams, and seasonally dry streambeds</td>
<td>Mapping GDEs, interconnected streams, and seasonally dry streambeds to understand groundwater-surface water connections.</td>
<td>Contributes a detailed understanding of the characteristics and spatial distribution of streams and GDEs. Focuses on identifying locations where groundwater is ecologically important. Maps of potential GDEs are available statewide through DWR.</td>
<td>May be labor intensive to map all GDEs, although statewide tools are in development to aid in mapping. Does not provide information about aquifer dynamics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water balance</td>
<td>Calculating groundwater contribution to streamflow in the form of baseflow on an annual, seasonal, or monthly basis. Basin-scale groundwater contribution is estimated as a closure term based on estimates of water inputs and outputs within a basin.</td>
<td>Relatively simple and low cost.</td>
<td>Does not provide a full picture of complex groundwater-surface water dynamics. Relies upon accurate water balance data, which may be limited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical modeling: stream-depletion function</td>
<td>Simple analytical model that calculates stream depletion from well pumping, along with stream recharge, taking into account the distance of pumping/recharge from the stream.</td>
<td>Incorporates basic aquifer characteristics; allows for basic modeling of stream depletion/repletion; simpler and lower cost than a numerical model; provides good working knowledge of trends, overall impacts.</td>
<td>Assumes uniform aquifer conditions, which does not account for complex groundwater dynamics, limiting predictive accuracy. Many wells are not gaged, limiting data availability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numerical modeling: integrated groundwater-surface water modeling</td>
<td>Computer model of groundwater system or integrated hydrologic system, which typically includes basin geometry and hydrogeological parameters.</td>
<td>Ability to simulate and predict groundwater flows. Ability to account for three-dimensional complexity of groundwater dynamics.</td>
<td>Accuracy depends upon quality of input data. Building a model that is accurate enough to be useful can be expensive and labor intensive. Used in conjunction with other methods above for calibration.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. Legal relationships between groundwater and surface water

This section provides a brief review of the principles of groundwater and surface water law in California in order to provide a basis for understanding SGMA’s impacts. The section discusses groundwater and surface water rights and regulation before SGMA, and then describes the changes that SGMA introduces.

A. GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER RIGHTS AND REGULATION IN CALIFORNIA BEFORE SGMA

There are several main categories of surface water rights in California. Riparian rights entitle riparian landowners to make reasonable use of water on land adjacent to the waterway so long as natural surface flows are present. These rights are correlative so that, in times of shortage, all riparian users share in the shortage. Appropriative rights are not based on land ownership but on temporal priority (i.e., “first in time, first in right”) with the earliest appropriators enjoying the most secure right to use water. Appropriative surface water rights are divided into pre-1914 and post-1914 rights, with post-1914 appropriative rights requiring permitting by, and traditionally being subject to greater regulation from, the SWRCB. The extensive statutory system for regulating post-1914 appropriative rights, which includes a permitting and licensing process administered by the SWRCB, is an important distinction between surface water rights and groundwater rights, which are governed primarily by common law.

Groundwater rights in California are based on several analogous principles. Overlying groundwater rights are largely similar to riparian rights. These rights allow landowners above a groundwater basin to make reasonable use of groundwater on that land, and during times of shortage, overlying users are limited to their correlative share of the safe yield based upon reasonable need. Appropriative rights to use groundwater (for basin export or for non-overlying uses within the basin) may be exercised if there is surplus groundwater beyond what is needed for the reasonable beneficial uses of those with overlying rights. Similar to appropriative rights to use surface water, these appropriative rights have temporal priority. They are considered secondary to overlying users, so in times of shortage appropriative rights, beginning with the most junior uses, are, in theory, the first to be curtailed. Prescriptive rights may be acquired if a water user has continued to use groundwater for a non-overlying use when no surplus was available for five or more years. The water right then can “ripen into” a prescriptive right. As is also the case with surface water, several other, less common types of groundwater rights exist, including pueblo rights and federal reserved rights. Subterranean streams, defined as a body of groundwater flowing through known and definite channels, present a special circumstance for water rights, because withdrawals from these subterranean streams are regulated by California’s surface water rights system (see section IV.B of this report for further discussion).

Unlike surface water users, groundwater users have historically faced little regulation or enforcement of legal limits of their rights, and no mandatory statewide system has required permitting and licensing of groundwater use. There were limited efforts to encourage voluntary local management of groundwater before 2014. At the state level, the Groundwater Management Act of 1992 (AB 3030) allowed for voluntary development...
of groundwater management plans in unadjudicated basins. In 2002, SB 1938 modified the Groundwater Management Act by introducing financial incentives for the development of groundwater management plans. SB 1938 also introduced specific minimum requirements for plan elements, but did not require that plans be implemented or that plan objectives be met.\textsuperscript{39} In the absence of statewide regulation, some local governments took ambitious steps to manage their groundwater.\textsuperscript{40} Many, however, did not.

Despite the lack of integration of surface water rights and groundwater rights,\textsuperscript{41} there are several commonalities between the two systems. First, California’s constitutional requirement for reasonable use applies to both surface water and groundwater, as do many other laws (Figure 2). Second, there are parallels between riparian surface water rights and overlying groundwater rights, which are both correlative, and between the temporal-priority-based systems of appropriation that exist for both groundwater and surface water. Additionally, resolving conflicts between correlative and appropriative rights in each context has sometimes been difficult.

While the groundwater and surface water rights systems are not integrated, there are historical precedents for reconciling them. In some cases, groundwater and surface water rights have been jointly adjudicated.\textsuperscript{42} In other cases, surface water users have used litigation to protect their rights from injury by groundwater pumping,\textsuperscript{43} and vice versa.\textsuperscript{44} California courts have generally treated all correlative rights as one joint senior priority class, and based the priority of all appropriative rights on their priority dates. Applying these priority rules is complicated by the specifics of hydrologic connectivity in each location, which will affect whether and to what extent actions would actually injure other water users. Where resolving conflicts purely on the basis of water right priority would result in waste or unreasonable use, courts have sought physical solutions designed to reasonably protect more senior rights, consistent with Article X, Section 2, of the California Constitution.\textsuperscript{45}
B. GROUNDWATER-SURFACE WATER INTERACTIONS UNDER SGMA

The passage of SGMA in 2014 was a historic step towards sustainably managing the state’s groundwater resources. SGMA adopts a state policy of managing groundwater resources “sustainably for long-term reliability and multiple economic, social, and environmental benefits for current and future beneficial uses.”

SGMA defines sustainability as the avoidance of six “undesirable results” (Figure 3). Under SGMA, groundwater sustainability agencies (GSAs) must form in groundwater basins designated as medium- or high-priority, which are responsible for developing and implementing groundwater sustainability plans (GSPs) or alternatives. GSPs must demonstrate how GSAs will attain sustainability.

A particularly important—and difficult—aspect of SGMA is that it recognizes the interconnections between groundwater and surface water and requires GSAs to consider them. One of the undesirable results SGMA requires GSAs to avoid is “[d]epletions of interconnected surface water that have significant and unreasonable adverse impacts on beneficial uses of the surface water.” Because beneficial uses include environmental as well as human consumptive uses, this mandate protects groundwater-dependent ecosystems. SGMA defines “interconnected surface water” as “surface water that is hydraulically connected at any point by a continuous saturated zone to the underlying aquifer and the overlying surface water is not completely depleted.”

While this obligation may sound far-reaching, SGMA qualifies it by setting a temporal baseline. “The plan may, but is not required to, address undesirable results that occurred before, and have not been corrected by, January 1, 2015. … [A] groundwater sustainability agency has discretion as to whether to set measurable objectives and the timeframes for achieving any objectives for undesirable results that occurred before, and have not been corrected by, January 1, 2015.” In other words, SGMA limits the scope of GSAs’ legal responsibilities—at least under SGMA itself—to addressing post-2014 impacts—but does not limit GSAs’ authority to address earlier impacts (see Section IV. C of this report for further discussion of this topic).

SGMA is explicit that it does not modify, alter, or determine any groundwater or surface water right. But by linking groundwater and surface water, SGMA connects the two water rights regimes.

In order to operationalize its substantive mandates, SGMA requires GSPs to include monitoring and management of not only groundwater levels, but also of changes in surface water flow and surface water quality as well as impacts on groundwater dependent ecosystems. SGMA also directs DWR to consider adverse impacts on local habitat and local streamflows in the prioritization of groundwater basins and subbasins.

A crucial upshot of these statutory provisions is that understanding, and in many cases acting to manage, groundwater-surface water interactions is an obligation for GSAs. GSAs must gain sufficient understanding.
of surface water quantity and quality, groundwater-dependent ecosystems, appropriative and riparian surface water rights, and how groundwater management actions might affect all of these things. GSAs will also need to develop a working knowledge of the basin hydrogeology that mediates these interconnections. SGMA thus creates new needs for data collection and analysis regarding groundwater-surface water interactions.

In addressing surface water depletion and other undesirable results, GSAs play a lead role but do not act alone. DWR regulates and assists in SGMA implementation at the statewide level, and is responsible for providing data, information, and technical support and for reviewing GSPs for adequacy. SWRCB is the enforcing agency, and may intervene and create an interim plan if a GSA fails to develop and implement an adequate GSP. The federal government, tribal interests, other local governments, and other stakeholders may provide input, participate in GSP development and implementation, and provide comments during review periods.

DEFINITIONS FROM SGMA AND DWR GSP REGULATIONS

- **“Sustainable groundwater management”** means the management and use of groundwater in a manner that can be maintained during the planning and implementation horizon without causing undesirable results. (Cal. Water Code § 10721(u))

- **“Undesirable result”** means one or more of the following effects caused by groundwater conditions occurring throughout the basin… (6) Depletions of interconnected surface water that have significant and unreasonable adverse impacts on beneficial uses of the surface water. (Cal. Water Code § 10721(w))

- **“Significant depletions of interconnected surface waters”** means reductions in flow or levels of surface water that is hydrologically connected to the basin such that the reduced surface water flow or levels have a significant and unreasonable adverse impact on beneficial uses of the surface water. (Cal. Water Code § 10735(d))

- **“Groundwater dependent ecosystem”** refers to ecological communities or species that depend on groundwater emerging from aquifers or on groundwater occurring near the ground surface. (23 Cal. Code Regs. § 351(m))

- **“Interconnected surface water”** refers to surface water that is hydraulically connected at any point by a continuous saturated zone to the underlying aquifer and the overlying surface water is not completely depleted. (23 Cal. Code Regs. § 351(o))

- **“Minimum threshold”** for depletions of interconnected surface water shall be the rate or volume of surface water depletions caused by groundwater use that has adverse impacts on beneficial uses of the surface water and may lead to undesirable results. (23 Cal. Code Regs. § 354.28(c)(6))
CONSIDERATIONS FOR DEVELOPING SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT CRITERIA RELATED TO DEPLETION OF INTERCONNECTED SURFACE WATER

DWR regulations specify required components of groundwater sustainability plans. GSAs are responsible for establishing minimum thresholds that provide quantitative metrics for each of the six sustainability indicators. The GSP must describe how the minimum threshold was chosen, including how basin conditions at each minimum threshold will avoid undesirable results. Regarding surface water depletion, the regulations specify that the minimum threshold metric for depletion of interconnected surface waters shall be expressed as “a rate or volume of surface water depletion caused by groundwater use that has adverse impacts on beneficial uses of the surface water and may lead to undesirable results.” This rate or volume can be demonstrated using a numerical groundwater and surface water model or another equally effective method, tool, or analytical model. To better account for uncertainty, including climate variability, minimum thresholds should take into account water year type as well as historical trends and projected water use in the basin.

DWR’s recent draft best management practice (BMP) document summarizes some considerations for GSPs establishing minimum thresholds for depletions of interconnected surface water caused by groundwater extraction, including:

• What are the historical rates of stream depletion for different water year types?
• What is the uncertainty in streamflow depletion estimates from analytical and numerical tools?
• What is the proximity of pumping to streams?
• Where are groundwater dependent ecosystems in the basin?
• What are the agricultural and municipal surface water needs in the basin?
• What are the applicable state or federally mandated flow requirements?

This list of considerations highlights several of the issues discussed in the rest of this report, including the importance of considering groundwater dependent ecosystems, surface water users, and instream flow requirements, as well as recognition of the uncertainty that characterizes understanding of groundwater-surface water interactions in many basins.
IV. Understanding legal constraints and opportunities associated with groundwater-surface water interactions under SGMA

To ensure that their GSPs and implementation actions are defensible, GSAs will need to understand the interactions between groundwater rights, surface water rights, and other relevant legal principles. But many of these interactions implicate partially unsettled areas of law. This section attempts to clarify, as much as is possible, some key areas of interaction between groundwater and surface water law that are likely to be important under SGMA. Key points from each area of discussion are summarized in Table 1 on page 10.

A. THE CONSTITUTIONAL REQUIREMENT FOR REASONABLE USE

Key Point: Groundwater use, like all water use in California, is subject to the reasonable use doctrine. But the practical implications of the doctrine are not entirely clear. Reasonable use is, by nature, a flexible and highly context-dependent concept that is based in part on value judgments.

Article X, Section 2, of the California Constitution requires that all water use be reasonable and beneficial. It states:

The right to water or to the use or flow of water in or from any natural stream or water course in this State is and shall be limited to such water as shall be reasonably required for the beneficial use to be served, and such right does not and shall not extend to the waste or unreasonable use or unreasonable method of use or unreasonable method of diversion of water.

Consequently, a basic foundational principle of water rights in California is that there is no right to an unreasonable use of water. Article X, Section 2, states that “the Legislature may also enact laws in the furtherance of the policy.” Additionally, California’s courts have recognized that the reasonable use doctrine empowers legislators and government regulators to constrain water use, either through generally applicable regulations or through individual enforcement actions.

California’s reasonable use doctrine applies to groundwater as well as surface water. For example, in City of Barstow v. Mojave Water Agency, the California Supreme Court explicitly applied the reasonable use doctrine to groundwater rights.

While the reasonable use doctrine clearly applies to groundwater use, the practical implications for GSAs are not entirely clear. In practice, the doctrine has not been stringently applied; California courts have rarely invoked the reasonable use doctrine to impose limits on water users, and they (and the courts of other western states) have sometimes concluded that seemingly profligate uses of water are reasonable. However, the doctrine remains potentially powerful. When courts have invoked the doctrine, they have stated that what is reasonable “depends on the circumstances of each case,” as well as “statewide considerations of transcendent importance” which may evolve over time in response to
changing conditions and societal needs. And they have repeatedly affirmed that government regulators, not just the legislature and the courts, can shape and apply the doctrine, including through enforcement actions against individual water users. Consequently, the reasonable use doctrine remains underdeveloped, sometimes weak, yet potentially powerful, and its application depends on judicial discretion and on the willingness of regulators to take assertive positions.

The inchoate nature of the doctrine leaves GSAs with a challenge and, potentially, an opportunity. The challenge is that, while they can be sure that the reasonable use doctrine applies to the water uses they regulate, no one has provided them with a formula to figure out exactly what the doctrine allows or prohibits. The opportunity, which we explain in more detail in Part IV, is for GSAs to use their regulatory authority under the reasonable use doctrine to craft legally defensible solutions to the water management challenges they face.

**B. SURFACE WATER RIGHTS, GROUNDWATER RIGHTS, AND SGMA**

While SGMA is California’s first attempt at statewide groundwater regulation, California’s groundwater has long been governed by a common-law system of groundwater rights. Similarly, California’s system of surface water rights has existed for well over a century. These systems of rights sometimes conflict with each other. The discussion below briefly explains the implications for SGMA implementation of these water rights challenges.

**RECONCILING SURFACE WATER AND GROUNDWATER RIGHTS**

**Key Point:** SGMA explicitly does not alter surface water or groundwater rights. However, the process of bringing a groundwater basin’s water budget into sustainable balance may impact both. SGMA does not provide a formula for resolving conflicts between surface water and groundwater rights, but it does provide opportunity and a potential forum for doing so—if GSAs are ambitious.

SGMA expressly states that it does not alter groundwater or surface water rights. But complying with its requirements will often lead to impacts on the exercise of both groundwater and surface water uses that occur under claims of right. The combination of a disclaimer of any alteration of rights and requirements that will impact the exercise of those rights creates some obvious interpretive challenges, particularly when surface and groundwater rights come into conflict. At first glance, several interpretations may seem possible. On the one hand, one might think that SGMA exempts groundwater regulators from worrying about any impacts on surface water rights, unless those impacts arise after January 1, 2015. On the other hand, one might think that SGMA does not do anything to resolve conflicts between groundwater and surface water rights, and instead leaves the resolution of those conflicts to other laws.

We think the latter interpretation is stronger, and that SGMA does not make surface water rights subordinate to groundwater rights. A basic principle of statutory interpretation is that the interpreter should attempt to harmonize different laws, not create conflict. Yet such conflicts would arise if SGMA were to override any claims that might arise under California’s traditional systems of surface water rights. Consequently, the stronger interpretation is that, while SGMA does not establish any new obligation for GSPs to correct old impacts to surface water users or rights, it does not eliminate any obligations that groundwater users might
have under preexisting law. But the question has not yet been resolved by any court.

More broadly, GSAs and other relevant agencies will need to allocate responsibility for surface water depletions by determining the portion of surface water depletion caused by SGMA-regulated pumping as opposed to the portion attributable to the actions of surface water users themselves, an exercise that may be conceptually straightforward but technically challenging.

**SUBTERRANEAN STREAMS**

“Subterranean streams” may present a particular challenge for interpretation and operationalization of the connections between groundwater and surface water rights. Under California law, so-called “subterranean streams flowing in known and definite channels” are addressed under the surface water rights system. This suggests a need to identify such subterranean streams, as well as which wells are pumping from them, in order to determine whether wells are subject to SGMA regulation or regulation as surface water. But that will be difficult, both because of uncertainties about hydrology and because the phrase “known and definite streams” is a lawyers’ creation, and has little correspondence with concepts used by scientists.

**SGMA AND TAKINGS**

**Key Point:** Water rights in California are property rights, and surface or groundwater users may bring takings claims if they believe regulatory restrictions on use have effectively taken their property. However, inherent in those rights is some susceptibility to reasonable regulation. GSAs can limit the risk of takings liability by managing groundwater in a manner generally consistent with California water rights.

Both the United States Constitution and the California Constitution protect property rights from being taken by government authorities without just compensation. This prohibition extends to “regulatory takings,” in which government regulation accomplishes the functional equivalent of a taking through regulatory controls.

Rights to use surface water and groundwater in California are property rights. Because regulation of groundwater use inevitably limits the exercise of some groundwater rights (while also protecting other rights), and groundwater management decisions may affect rights to use interconnected surface water, GSAs may fear that their efforts to manage groundwater could trigger takings claims. That fear might be heightened by language in SGMA itself, which expressly disclaims making any change to those rights.

Nevertheless, GSAs likely do not face major threats from takings claims. Both California and federal courts have grounded their takings jurisprudence in an understanding that “government regulation—by definition—involves the adjustment of rights for the public good; ... [and that] ‘[g]overnment hardly could go on if to some extent values incident to property could not be diminished without paying for every such change in the general law.’” In the context of water law, California courts have repeatedly affirmed that water rights are subject to government regulation. And in the specific context of groundwater use regulation,
California courts, like the courts of other states, have affirmed that use restrictions do not effect takings unless they fail to meet the United States Supreme Court’s Penn Central test. That test is generally favorable to government defendants.

That does not mean that the takings doctrine is irrelevant to a GSA’s decision making. If a GSA manages groundwater in a way that creates a major redistribution of water away from surface water users and to groundwater users, it may be vulnerable to takings claims by the affected surface water users. Similarly, if a GSA were to effectively redistribute water rights from one class of groundwater users to another, it may be vulnerable to takings claims. But if a GSA makes a good-faith effort to resolve water conflicts in an even-handed way, and takes into account the traditional requirements of surface and groundwater law, then its position is likely to be highly defensible.

C. THE PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE

Key Point: If groundwater pumping within a GSA’s jurisdiction draws water from aquifers that are tributary to surface waterways, the public trust doctrine is relevant.

The public trust doctrine protects the recreational, ecological, navigational, and commercial values of navigable waters. That protection, as the California Supreme Court held in National Audubon Society v. Superior Court, is not limited to direct diversions from the navigable waterways themselves. It also extends to diversions from their tributaries. The National Audubon Society decision addressed diversions from surface tributaries, not groundwater, and no California appellate court has decided whether diversions of tributary groundwater also implicate the public trust doctrine. But a superior court in Siskiyou County recently held that tributary groundwater is subject to the public trust doctrine. The authors of this report anticipate, based on analogy to the reasoning of National Audubon Society, that the appellate court will reach a similar holding. If we are correct, then pumping of tributary groundwater clearly will be subject to the public trust doctrine. However, there is disagreement within the broader legal community on this premise, and while the discussion that follows assumes we are correct on this point, that assumption may not hold. Similarly, a second contested issue in that litigation is whether SGMA completely subsumes the public trust doctrine or whether some independent duties will remain. The discussion that follows considers the scenario in which the latter principle will prevail. In that scenario state and local government decision makers would need to consider the public trust doctrine as they make SGMA-related decisions that will impact public trust waterways.

If the doctrine applies to groundwater, then some obligations clearly exist while other questions remain unresolved. The primary obligation is for the state and its subdivisions to consider the public trust when making decisions that allocate water. GSAs are subdivisions of the state, and for that reason, and also because state agencies must review and approve GSPs and exercise ongoing oversight over their implementation, this obligation will extend to policies set and actions taken by GSAs. Another important principle is also clear: the public trust doctrine can authorize, and even require, changes in use (for example, limits on quantity of water use) even when those uses are authorized by established water rights.

Less clear, in some circumstances, are the implications of the public trust doctrine for the content of GSPs. If the state has established public trust flow requirements for waterways affected by groundwater pumping, then the state probably cannot lawfully determine that a GSP that is inconsistent with those requirements is adequate. But where the state has not set those requirements, the public trust doctrine calls for a balancing of the trust against other uses, with trust uses to be protected “whenever feasible.” That language suggests a thumb on the scales in favor of public trust protections, but it does not indicate how hard the thumb should press.
Similarly, even if public trust protections do apply, ambiguity will sometimes exist about the degree to which different water users are obligated to provide for public trust flows. Many waterways that are affected by groundwater pumping are also likely to be affected by surface water diversions, and the public trust doctrine contains no formula for allocating responsibility where multiple users are responsible for excessive cumulative impacts to public trust resources.

Consequently, GSAs seeking to avoid undesirable results due to significant and unreasonable depletions of interconnected surface water caused by groundwater extraction are advised—at a minimum—to minimize risk by considering the public trust impacts of their plans, and to document consideration of those impacts in their GSPs. SWRCB and DWR must also consider the potential public trust impacts of plans they review, and the actual public trust impacts of plan implementation. That consideration is likely to take into account any public trust flow requirements that the SWRCB has set, and it may also be informed by flow requirements established by NOAA Fisheries or FWS in Biological Opinions for species listed under the Endangered Species Act. Finally, although the obligations of GSAs and state oversight agencies are not yet crisply defined, plans will in general be less legally vulnerable if they are more protective.

**D. STATUTORY ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS**

Many environmental laws have implications—often indirectly—for groundwater uses and groundwater management decisions that affect surface water flows. This section discusses some of the most important laws and their potential implications for GSAs. While the particulars may differ, there are two general themes to this discussion. First, how environmental laws might apply to GSA’s management decisions and actions is hard to predict with precision. Second, the legal risks borne by GSAs, and by the groundwater users they regulate, will be lower if environmental impacts on surface water flows and habitats are reduced.

**FEDERAL AND STATE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACTS**

**Key Point:** Endangered species laws apply to groundwater allocation decisions that may impact listed species. GSAs seeking to avoid consequences under the ESA should be aware of these species within the basin and explicitly address their needs when developing GSPs.

In general, both the state and federal Endangered Species Acts apply to water allocation decisions. Groundwater allocation decisions may impact endangered species and their habitats—including streams and other groundwater-dependent ecosystems such as wetlands. GSAs seeking to avoid consequences under the Endangered Species Acts should consider whether listed species might be affected by groundwater use within their basins. The nature of these laws’ applicability is somewhat complicated, however, and does involve some legal ambiguity.

The federal Endangered Species Act (ESA) establishes two primary prohibitions: (a) Section 7 prohibits federal agencies from authorizing, funding, or carrying out actions that are likely to jeopardize the continued existence of listed species, or that are likely to adversely modify their designated critical habitat; and (b) Section 9 prohibits anyone—not just federal agencies—from taking actions that will “take” listed species, unless that person has obtained an incidental take authorization or permit. The former obligations will rarely affect GSAs, which are subdivisions of the state and generally will not need federal authorization for their actions (unless, for example, GSAs are seeking federal funding). The latter obligations, however, could apply, particularly because NOAA Fisheries and the USFWS have defined “take” to include actions, like modifying habitat, that proximately cause harm to members of a listed species. So, for example, groundwater pumping that dewaters a surface stream while coho salmon are present would cause prohibited takes.
The California ESA (CESA) contains a similar restriction. It prohibits “takes” of listed species unless the person or entity\(^9\) committing the take has obtained an incidental take permit.\(^9\) The California Fish and Game Code defines the term “take” somewhat more narrowly than does the federal ESA, and the term “harm”\(^9\) is absent from the state definition.\(^9\) Nevertheless, that narrower definition would not insulate water users from liability if their pumping was demonstrably the cause of deaths of listed species.

While the possibility of takes is clear, the likelihood of GSAs bearing liability in their regulatory roles is less certain. There are two reasons for this uncertainty. First, proving that groundwater pumping proximately caused harm to a protected species might be difficult. Impacts to surface water resources typically arise from a variety of sources, and plaintiffs in Section 9 cases involving water diversions have sometimes struggled to adequately show causation.\(^9\) Second, some legal uncertainty exists about the extent to which regulators face take liability for actions taken by the entities they regulate. Some courts have construed regulatory authorizations as granting permission for actions that otherwise would not occur, and thus have concluded that regulators can face take liability.\(^9\) Other courts have construed regulation as a partial prohibition on actions that otherwise would occur, and therefore have held that the regulatory decisions only caused a reduction in impact, not any of the harms resulting from the regulated action.\(^9\) The former mode of reasoning, if applied to GSAs (or to DWR and the SWRCB), would create potential take liability; the latter would not unless the GSA’s regulatory decisions resulted in increased harm to listed species.

GSAs and the entities they regulate can avoid take liability by developing habitat conservation plans (HCPs), which compensate for unavoidable impacts to listed species through other actions to protect or restore habitat.\(^8\) Habitat conservation planning is generally not a quick or cheap process, and if a GSA is concerned about take liability, avoiding impacts may be more efficient than developing an HCP. But if a GSA’s planning will be linked to broader and more integrative water resource planning, including an HCP as an element of that planning may make sense.

It is important to note that take liability depends on context. While this discussion focuses primarily on GSAs as regulatory bodies, GSAs may also act as operators who build infrastructure or move water. In that operational capacity, GSAs’ potential take liability is clearer.

Of course, the entire regulatory environment will generally be simpler if species are not formally listed as threatened or endangered in the first place. Collaborating with other local entities and working to help species of concern avoid declining to the point where they are formally listed may therefore be a useful strategy for GSAs. This is a common practice, and regulated and governmental entities sometimes formalize these efforts through negotiated deals known as “candidate conservation agreements.”\(^9\)

To that end, GSAs seeking to avoid liability with regard to endangered species may choose to minimize their risk by a) considering impacts on species that are potentially at risk as they develop their GSPs, and b) strongly considering measures to minimize such impacts.

**California Environmental Quality Act**

**Key Point:** The preparation and adoption of GSPs is specifically exempt from CEQA. However, implementation actions taken by a GSA under a GSP would remain subject to CEQA. Compliance with CEQA would include analyzing and mitigating potential negative impacts on interconnected surface waters.

When California state or local agencies take actions with potentially significant environmental impacts, they normally must comply with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).\(^9\) GSAs are local agencies, and impacts of groundwater management practices on interconnected surface water may be
significant, so the prerequisites for CEQA’s applicability exist. SGMA, however, specifically exempts “the preparation and adoption” of GSPs from CEQA. That removes CEQA from GSAs’ list of potential concerns as they develop their plans.

However, this exemption does not extend to “a project that would implement actions taken pursuant to a plan adopted pursuant to this chapter.” Consequently, GSAs will need to comply with CEQA during the plan implementation stage. Compliance with CEQA would mean, among other things, disclosing environmental impacts upon interconnected surface waters, considering alternative implementation measures that will avoid or reduce those impacts, and adopting, to the extent feasible, mitigation measures for those impacts.

**CLEAN WATER ACT AND PORTER-COLOGNE ACT**

**Key Point:** Although water quality is also addressed separately within SGMA, it is relevant to groundwater-surface water interactions, including through effects on streamflow volume and temperature.

The Federal Clean Water Act and the California Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act both protect designated beneficial uses of surface water, and the Porter-Cologne Act also protects groundwater. These beneficial uses include fish and wildlife uses as well as human uses.

Both of these acts focus primarily on protecting water quality from pollution, not on systems of water allocation. However, water quality still is relevant to groundwater-surface water interactions. Broadly speaking, flow is a part of water quality. Additionally, some aspects of water quality are highly related to groundwater-surface water interactions. For example, streams may become excessively warm if groundwater contributions to streamflow are inadequate.

The legal connections between GSAs’ activities and water quality law are less direct. Because GSAs will regulate the removal of groundwater from aquifers, rather than discharging pollutants into surface water, their activities generally will not trigger the federal Clean Water Act’s prohibitions on unpermitted pollutant discharges. Federal Clean Water Act issues instead are most likely to arise under Section 303, which requires states to set water quality standards and also requires them to establish total maximum daily loads (TMDLs)—which essentially are pollution budgets— for impaired waterways. A state may then use its TMDL as a basis for imposing regulatory controls on stressors that are impairing those waterways, and those additional regulatory controls could include measures to limit groundwater pumping. Nevertheless, whether those additional controls exist and under what laws they arise are matters of state discretion; the Clean Water Act itself does not require states to turn TMDLs into actual controls on groundwater users.

Unlike the Clean Water Act, the Porter-Cologne Act contains many provisions that discuss groundwater. But these provisions tend to focus on protecting groundwater from contamination, not on protecting surface waterways from groundwater pumping (for this reason, groundwater recharge projects, which GSAs may pursue, will have Porter-Cologne implications, but those implications are outside the scope of this report).

One exception is California Water Code Section 13149, which pertains specifically to cannabis cultivation. That section requires the SWRCB, working with CDFW, to “adopt principles and guidelines for diversion and use of water for cannabis cultivation in areas where cannabis cultivation may have the potential to substantially affect instream flows.” Section 13149 then states that “[t]he principles and guidelines may include requirements that apply to groundwater extractions where the board determines those requirements are reasonably necessary for purposes of this section.” Section 13149 does not specifically reference SGMA, but these requirements would authorize constraints that GSPs would then need to address—if the GSP regulates groundwater.
CASE EXAMPLE: TEMPERATURE TMDL IN THE SCOTT RIVER

Managing the intersection between groundwater, surface water, water quality, and the public trust is complex. Efforts to fully integrate all of these considerations have been rare, but the Scott River provides a promising example of ongoing efforts.

The Scott River, a major tributary to the lower Klamath River, provides important habitat for steelhead trout, Chinook salmon, and coho salmon (the latter listed as threatened under both the federal and California ESAs). These fish require minimum flows at sufficiently low temperatures. Before reaching the Klamath River through a long, steep gorge, the Scott River flows across Scott Valley, a large montane alluvial basin nestled adjacent to the Marble Mountains. Agricultural groundwater pumping in Scott Valley has reduced the amount of cooler groundwater contributing to the Scott River’s baseflow. This has reduced late summer and fall streamflow and raised surface water temperatures, which in turn has affected fish habitat.

In 2005, in recognition of the importance of cool temperatures for salmonids in the river, the North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board established a sediment and temperature TMDL for the Scott River. Because of the relationship between groundwater input and surface water temperatures, groundwater management has become an essential element of meeting the temperature TMDL requirements. In 2008, a Community Groundwater Study Plan was developed to provide a road map toward better understanding of Scott Valley’s groundwater resources, their use, and groundwater connectivity to streams. Ensuring that fish habitat is protected in this river—while also protecting other beneficial uses, including agricultural needs—requires developing a solid understanding of groundwater-surface water hydrology, collecting baseline data, developing models, and examining potential approaches to management, as identified in the Study Plan.

Since then, Siskiyou County developed a groundwater management plan under pre-SGMA legislation. An extensive network of private wells has been monitored monthly for water level fluctuations; UC Cooperative Extension has investigated irrigation rates, consumptive water use, and soil moisture dynamics of alfalfa, the major irrigated crop in Scott Valley; and University of California Davis researchers have developed the Scott Valley Integrated Hydrologic Model (SVIHM) in collaboration with the Scott Valley Groundwater Advisory Committee and local stakeholder groups. The SVIHM provides wet, average, and dry year water budgets, detailed information on groundwater-surface water flow dynamics, and a basis for assessing future management activities. Results indicate that groundwater recharge during winter and spring may enhance groundwater accretion into the Scott River as late as September and October, when Chinook salmon migration into Scott Valley begins. With the help of SVIHM data that demonstrate potential beneficial uses to streams, Scott Valley Irrigation District obtained temporary water rights permits to pilot a UC Davis-led study of managed aquifer recharge on agricultural lands during winter months.
In 2017, Siskiyou County Flood Control and Water Conservation District became the governing GSA for Scott Valley. The GSA may collaborate with the North Coast Regional Water Board on the continued implementation of the TMDL,\textsuperscript{113} by implementing some of the proposed groundwater management strategies, which would also address the state’s groundwater sustainability planning requirements. The latter require that groundwater-dependent ecosystems do not deteriorate beyond baseline conditions prior to 2015.

A recent lower court decision,\textsuperscript{114} currently under appeal, established that groundwater pumping in the Scott Valley constitutes a diversion of water from the Scott River that is subject to the public trust doctrine. The court affirmed the county’s responsibility in administering the state’s public trust doctrine responsibilities. However, the decision explicitly does not elaborate on the specifics of those responsibilities.

In 1980, the Siskiyou County Court adopted the Order of Determination issued by the SWRCB in the Scott River adjudication. The decree allocates water rights to all surface water users on the Scott River, including those with pre-1914 water rights, appropriative rights, and riparian water rights to the Scott River. The decree also establishes a zone of interconnected groundwater along the Scott River, for which groundwater pumpers have been assigned adjudicated water rights. It is the only adjudication in Northern California for which the rights of groundwater pumpers were adjudicated, and remains notable in that it has made linkages between groundwater and surface water explicit. The adjudicated area is explicitly excluded from the 2014 public trust doctrine court decision and from SGMA implementation. Members of the area have been active partners in the existing Groundwater Advisory Committee and in the implementation of the TMDL action plan, and SVIHM scenarios have identified the area as a potentially important area within the Scott Valley for winter and spring groundwater recharge that could benefit summer and fall Scott River flow contributions from the aquifer.

While the Scott River controversy involves a number of unique physical and institutional elements, its progress in generating new options provides some hope that with sufficient will, creativity, and engagement among key stakeholders, it may be possible to find solutions for seemingly intractable conflicts involving groundwater and surface water.
withdrawals for cannabis cultivation. Otherwise, these requirements do not apply to groundwater withdrawals.

**INSTREAM FLOW CRITERIA AND OBJECTIVES**

**Key Point:** To avoid significant and unreasonable adverse impacts on surface water, minimize risk of litigation, and maximize their GSPs’ defensibility, GSAs will need to be aware of instream flow requirements set by the SWRCB and consider them when developing and implementing GSPs.

Together, the Public Trust Doctrine, the Federal and State Endangered Species Acts, and the Federal Clean Water Act and Porter-Cologne Act form much of the legal basis for protecting surface water quality and quantity in California. However, other laws create similar or additional obligations.

For example, CDFW develops instream flow recommendations (criteria) that identify the instream flows necessary to maintain healthy conditions for aquatic and riparian species. The program is based on the streamflow protection standards under California’s Public Resources Code, as well as Fish and Game Code § 5937, which requires maintenance “in good condition” of below-dam fisheries. CDFW communicates its recommendations to the SWRCB, which considers these instream flow needs when making decisions related to water allocation. As of October 2017, instream flow criteria were available for twenty-two streams located throughout California.

The SWRCB can build on non-binding flow criteria, developed by CDFW or through contracted instream flow studies, to set and implement requirements for the quantity, quality, and timing of instream flows needed to protect public trust resources. Unlike flow criteria, these requirements, commonly known as instream flow objectives, have regulatory effect.

The effects of instream flow requirements upon GSAs may be largely indirect. GSAs are unlikely to be primarily and directly responsible for ensuring specific instream flow levels. But instream flow objectives might inform the state’s willingness to approve a GSP that would result in significant reductions in the baseflow of surface waterways. Consequently, GSAs may decide to factor these streamflows into their decision making, even if the legal connections between streamflow standards and groundwater management are somewhat uncertain and attenuated.

**E. SGMA BASELINE DATE AND THE “GRANDFATHER CLAUSE”**

**Key Point:** SGMA does not require GSAs to address impacts on surface water that occurred before January 1, 2015. However, SGMA probably does not remove the responsibility of GSAs to address requirements stemming from other laws. Further, this grandfather clause likely does not extend to impacts that were caused by pre-2015 pumping but did not emerge until after January 1, 2015.

As previously mentioned, SGMA does not require GSAs to address impacts on surface water that occurred before January 1, 2015. This raises several questions. First, the text does not address whether GSAs have obligations under other laws to address pre-2015 impacts to surface water or surface water users, and, if so, the extent of GSAs’ obligations. Second, some readers might wonder whether impacts of pre-2015 pumping that do not emerge until after January 1, 2015 must be addressed under SGMA.

We think the stronger answer to the first question is that, while SGMA clearly creates no responsibilities to address pre-2015 impacts, it also does not remove any responsibilities that might be created by other laws. This view is based on a classic principle of statutory interpretation. As the California Supreme Court
has stated, “[r]epeals by implication are not favored, and are recognized only when there is no rational basis for harmonizing two potentially conflicting laws.” That principle would be violated if SGMA had impliedly repealed laws that otherwise would have obligated a GSA to address pre-2015 impacts.

The second question asks about impacts caused by pre-2015 pumping. Groundwater flow is an often slow process of seepage through small pore spaces. This means that the impacts of groundwater pumping can be delayed. It is our reading that, in focusing on the timing of impacts rather than the timing of groundwater extraction itself, SGMA does not extend its grandfather clause to impacts that were caused by pre-2015 pumping but that did not emerge until on or after January 1, 2015. This means that undesirable results emerging after this date that result from pre-2015 pumping still must be addressed. Consequently, GSAs may need to generate sufficient technical understanding to trace the impacts of pumping, such as through the development of stream depletion functions described in Table 2 on page 16, or develop a defensible heuristic to account for temporal lags in impacts.

Additionally, it is important to remember that while SGMA does not require GSAs to address pre-2015 impacts, this does not mean that GSPs must use a January 1, 2015, baseline. A GSA may decide to set minimum thresholds and measurable objectives to address undesirable results that occurred earlier.
V. Institutional roles in addressing groundwater-surface water interactions

In addition to substantive legal questions, SGMA’s recognition of the intersection of groundwater and surface water raises questions about decision-making processes and institutional responsibilities. These questions arise partly because acknowledging the physical connections between groundwater and surface water means bringing groundwater law into contact with elements of surface water law that entities other than GSAs have traditionally implemented. These questions also will arise because, just as SGMA does not resolve every question about substantive law, it also leaves unresolved some key questions about procedures and roles. Finally, these questions will arise because many GSAs must confront complex decisions with limited resources, and drawing upon the institutional capacity of other agencies with complementary responsibility and expertise may be a practical necessity.

In this section, we discuss these issues. We attempt to clarify the roles and responsibilities of GSAs, state and federal agencies, and other entities. We also describe potential options for collaborative solutions where ambiguities remain.

A. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR ENGAGEMENT

Some issues around groundwater-surface water interactions will fall partly within and partly outside of GSAs’ expertise. Many of those issues also fall outside GSAs’ direct regulatory authority or in regulatory arenas where regulatory authority is shared with other agencies. Questions therefore will arise about the roles and responsibilities of GSAs, state and federal agencies, and other basin stakeholders.

Table 3 summarizes some of the main roles and responsibilities of GSAs and other agencies—particularly DWR and SWRCB—for the legal areas outlined in the sections above. It is important to note that while GSAs are generally not responsible for enforcing these state and federal laws, the validity of a GSP is at risk if GSAs do not adequately address them. Additionally, these responsibilities may represent expanded roles for state agencies. DWR, for example, will need to consider some aspects of water law, like water rights and reasonable use doctrine, that have been historically the domain of the SWRCB (though we see nothing in the statute that prevents DWR from asking the SWRCB for help). If, for example, DWR approves a GSP without considering claims that the GSP is inconsistent with reasonable use doctrine, or that it might unlawfully interfere with existing water rights, the fact that another agency has more expertise on these subject areas is not likely to be an acceptable defense to a legal challenge to that approval.

As Table 3 illustrates, GSAs have a particular set of responsibilities, while other entities have authorities and responsibilities in relevant and related areas. In some cases, responsibilities may be relatively clear: for example, the SWRCB has the authority and responsibility to set instream flow requirements for rivers to protect public trust resources, and is under direction from the Governor to do so in the five streams identified in the California Water Action Plan. But, the SWRCB is not mandated to do so in every stream, and public trust obligations still apply to state and local agencies in their decision making. In other cases, it may not be clear: binding decisions may not have been made yet, or it may not be clear how GSAs can or should translate them into the context of SGMA implementation. Additional or different obligations under these laws may also arise if GSAs decide to take on projects themselves—for example, active groundwater recharge projects, or projects that involve importing and distributing water—rather than functioning solely as planners and regulators.

In particular, there may be an unmet need for additional technical assistance and planning assistance for GSAs. While SGMA assigns DWR the general role of technical assistance provider, many of the topics outlined here more closely align with the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOURCE OF RESPONSIBILITY</th>
<th>GSA</th>
<th>DWR</th>
<th>SWRCB</th>
<th>OTHER STAKEHOLDERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General SGMA</td>
<td>Planning and implementation. Develop and implement GSPs (or alternatives) to avoid undesirable results. Set local standards for what constitutes a significant and unreasonable surface water depletion.</td>
<td>Assistance and oversight. Identify basin boundaries; prioritize basins. Evaluate and assess the adequacy of GSPs and their implementation. Provide planning and technical assistance to GSAs.</td>
<td>Enforcement. Help DWR determine when a GSP or its implementation is inadequate. If so, intervene.</td>
<td>GSAs are required to engage and consider the interests of a wide range of other stakeholders throughout GSP planning and implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasonable use</td>
<td>Define and avoid locally undesirable results, including significant and unreasonable surface water depletions. Be cognizant of legal precedents for what is reasonable and unreasonable. Avoid authorizing unreasonable uses.</td>
<td>In evaluating GSPs, consider whether GSPs allocate water (e.g., through groundwater extraction allocations) consistent with reasonable use requirement.</td>
<td>Enforce reasonable use requirement.</td>
<td>Water users bear primary responsibility for avoiding unreasonable uses; a wide variety of stakeholders may bring administrative claims or lawsuits against allegedly unreasonable uses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water rights</td>
<td>Develop GSPs with a general understanding of groundwater and surface water rights, and develop actions that are generally consistent with those rights.</td>
<td>In evaluating GSPs, consider their impacts on water rights. Protect DWR’s own water rights.</td>
<td>Enforce water rights. Provide compliance assistance as feasible.</td>
<td>Other water right holders and stakeholders: Provide input and feedback on undesirable results and how to avoid them; protect their own water rights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Trust Doctrine</td>
<td>Consider how GSPs will meet public trust-related minimum instream flow requirements, if applicable, and how to provide other feasible protections of public trust resources.</td>
<td>In evaluating GSPs, consider whether they protect public trust resources to the extent feasible.</td>
<td>Set and enforce public trust-based instream flow requirements. Provide compliance assistance as feasible.</td>
<td>CDFW: Develop instream flow recommendations. Federal wildlife agencies: Inform instream flow requirements. All wildlife agencies: Monitor implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOURCE OF RESPONSIBILITY</td>
<td>GSA</td>
<td>DWR</td>
<td>SWRCB</td>
<td>OTHER STAKEHOLDERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Endangered Species Act   | Develop GSPs in a way that avoids management actions that are likely to result in further take of listed species. | General evaluation and assessment of GSPs. | Set instream flow requirements to protect listed species. Provide compliance assistance as feasible. | USFWS, NOAA Fisheries: Produce biological opinions, review and approve habitat conservation plans, designate critical habitat, issue incidental take authorizations and permits, enforce federal ESA. 
CDFW: review habitat conservation plans, issue incidental take authorizations and permits, enforce CESA |
| Clean Water Act          | Consider how groundwater management may impact water quality standards meant to protect beneficial uses of interconnected surface water and address / prevent significant and unreasonable impacts. | General evaluation and assessment of GSPs. | Set, implement, and enforce water quality standards, including through instream flow requirements. Provide compliance assistance as feasible. | Regional Water Quality Control Boards: Implement, and enforce water quality standards. 
US Environmental Protection Agency: support and oversee state enforcement. |
expertise of the SWRCB and other agencies. DWR and the SWRCB may need to work together to ensure that GSAs have access to the expertise they need, and to make sure that roles are sufficiently clear.

B. APPROACHES FOR ENGAGEMENT AROUND GROUNDWATER-SURFACE WATER INTERACTIONS

As the previous section attempts to convey, GSAs do not operate in a vacuum. Their purview for achieving sustainability is closely tied to the mandates of other local, state, and federal entities, as well as consideration of the interests of a broad range of stakeholders who are specifically called out in the legislation. This requires GSAs to make decisions about how to work with other agencies.

Engaging with relevant stakeholders is not just a potentially beneficial idea for GSAs: as outlined in SGMA, GSAs must engage with relevant stakeholders. SGMA requires GSAs to "consider the interests of all beneficial uses and users of groundwater, as well as those responsible for implementing groundwater sustainability plans." The relevant interest groups include, but are not limited to, holders of overlying groundwater rights (including agricultural users and domestic well owners); municipal well operators and public water systems; local land use planning agencies; environmental users of groundwater; surface water users (if groundwater and surface water are hydrologically connected); the federal government; California Native American tribes; disadvantaged communities; and entities monitoring and reporting groundwater elevations. At the same time, other entities also have motivation to engage proactively with GSAs. Doing so may help them ensure that their interests are represented and their issues are addressed.

GSAs will need to weigh the benefits and costs of different potential approaches for engagement with other entities around groundwater-surface water interactions under SGMA. Below, we propose a collaborative approach to groundwater-surface water management, and discuss the potential benefits, as well as risks and costs, associated with this approach. In weighing approaches to collaboration, GSAs may need to make risk- and effort-based management decisions. In Table 4, we outline potential benefits, costs, and risks to help frame deliberation about how GSAs might

CASE EXAMPLE: RECONNECTING THE DISCONNECTED COSUMNES RIVER THROUGH COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS

The Cosumnes River, located in Northern California on the western side of the Sierra Nevada and flowing into the Mokelumne River in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, is one of the last undammed rivers flowing from the Sierra Nevada. The river has ecological and cultural values and supports endangered Chinook salmon. As a result of decades of extensive groundwater pumping for agriculture and urban growth, significant reaches of the Cosumnes River are now hydraulically disconnected from the underlying aquifer. Because these impacts on groundwater-surface water connections largely occurred before SGMA’s baseline date of January 1, 2015, SGMA does not require the local GSA to address them.

However, the Cosumnes Coalition, a group of local stakeholders, including the American River Conservancy, Cosumnes Culture and WaterWays, the Fishery Foundation of California, Landmark Environmental, and Trout Unlimited, has been working with USFWS, CDFW, US Bureau of Land Management, and UC Davis researchers on plans to recharge groundwater via floodplain restoration in the Cosumnes basin.

Despite the fact that SGMA does not require this action, the coalition is utilizing SGMA as a way to promote multi-benefit natural infrastructure projects that could ultimately reconnect the aquifer and the river. In this case, SGMA may provide an opportunity for stakeholders to come together for the purpose of furthering environmental goals that center on restoring the river’s baseflow. Whether the efforts will ultimately be successful remains to be seen.
approach the issues at stake, and whether and how entities other than the GSA itself might become involved.

As Table 4 illustrates, there are distinct benefits to taking a collaborative approach to addressing conflicts and issues that may arise with regard to groundwater-surface water interactions.

First, conflicts between groundwater and surface water users may be resolved through the process of forging mutually advantageous institutional relationships. For example, an institution that is primarily a surface water user may provide institutional support and funding to ensure better groundwater planning. So, for example, a downstream surface water user that relies at least partly on groundwater recharge for its supplies may have a strong incentive to help upstream GSAs plan (see, for example, the case example describing the Ukiah Valley Groundwater Basin GSA on page 39)—and may also have the financial resources to support such assistance. The resulting collaborative process may involve going beyond baseline legal requirements in order to resolve conflicts between groundwater users, surface water users, and environmental uses of water in a given basin.

Second and relatedly, multi-stakeholder processes can lead to creative and possibly win-win solutions. For example, stakeholders can use strategies associated with conjunctive use, the practice of coordinating use of surface water and groundwater. Such strategies include intentional groundwater recharge; the use of groundwater aquifers for water storage; in-lieu recharge; and agricultural and stormwater recharge programs to directly or indirectly protect or increase baseflow or water levels that support GDEs. Stakeholders also might allocate money to stormwater management projects designed to augment water supplies and alleviate stress on groundwater and surface water. Alternatively, or additionally, groundwater markets may be a potential strategy for allocating the burdens of water use reductions (although water markets come with many considerations).

While these processes are promising, turning them into legally binding arrangements can be tricky. For example, so-called ‘physical solutions’ can be developed within or outside of an adjudication. Participants in a multi-stakeholder process can use contracts to memorialize their agreements, and if the agreement emerges out of a legal proceeding, the parties can seek judicial approval of a settlement. Both contractual and settlement agreements can be quite creative and need not exactly track California water law, so long as all the affected parties are in agreement. The challenges to these creative deals tend to arise if there are affected holdouts who do not agree to the deal. The parties to a contract cannot negotiate away the legal rights of a third party, and while judges have some equitable discretion to impose a solution even on a reluctant party, that discretion does not allow wholesale abrogation of traditional water rights. A judge also cannot exercise that discretion until judicial proceedings are complete, and that can take years.

While collaborative, multi-stakeholder processes are challenging, SGMA does give GSAs a jump-start toward initiating such projects. The requirements for participation by multiple agencies ensure that several key players will be engaged with the process of GSA approval. The involvement of the SWRCB also means that an agency with regulatory authority over surface water rights will be involved. Consequently, if a GSA wants to link its GSP with a broader set of agreements involving surface water rights and environmental protection, a crucial participant will already be at the table. The fact that SGMA mandates the participation of at least three agencies in groundwater management—the GSA, DWR, and the SWRCB—and as a practical matter may require the participation of many more, will make management of groundwater-surface water interactions institutionally complex. But with the challenges of complexity will come opportunities to turn GSP development and implementation into an inclusive process for addressing a wide variety of water management issues.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach to decision making process</th>
<th>GSA decision-making processes are proactively inclusive, soliciting input (1) from environmental regulators on endangered species, water quality, and public trust flow needs in the basin; (2) from surface water users on their needs and concerns; and (3) from groundwater users. GSA uses professional facilitators to identify goals and arrive at a thoughtful balance between groundwater use and surface water protection in the basin.</th>
<th>Proactive communication is likely to ensure that relevant interests are voiced, understood, and can be addressed satisfactorily.</th>
<th>Potentially high upfront costs. Potential for decision failure.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overarching approach</td>
<td>GSA works collaboratively with a range of stakeholders in order to avoid significant and unreasonable adverse impacts to interconnected surface water uses.</td>
<td>Potentially durable decisions, equitable outcomes, and perception of legitimacy. Access to stakeholder data and expertise.</td>
<td>Potentially high direct or upfront costs (including time as well as money)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach to monitoring and modeling</td>
<td>GSA robustly monitors and models groundwater-surface water interactions and related impacts in the groundwater basin. GSA collaborates with other experts and stakeholders conducting monitoring and modeling.</td>
<td>Potential for a defensible, durable GSP. Ability to base decisions on data. Potential for avoiding surprises of more stringent restrictions in the future. Access to stakeholder data and expertise.</td>
<td>May run up against technical limitations. May be resource intensive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach to navigating legal context</td>
<td>GSA assumes that a variety of laws, including but not limited to SGMA, have important implications for addressing groundwater-surface water interactions.</td>
<td>Potentially decreased risk of disruptive intervention by state or federal regulators.</td>
<td>Potentially difficult to navigate laws. Legal expertise may be expensive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach to stakeholder engagement</td>
<td>GSA assumes that many different interests depend on groundwater, and that the GSA has the legal responsibility and/or discretion and the societal obligation to advance those interests, as a lead agency (catalyst) or as a partner agency among a multitude of local, regional, state, and federal agencies. GSA assumes that a range of stakeholders have interests in impacts to surface waters, and those stakeholders have a legitimate claim to access the decision-making process.</td>
<td>Potentially decreased risk of costly and divisive lawsuits from other parties. Potential for durable, equitable decisions. Potential for a defensible, durable GSP.</td>
<td>Risk of near term decision failure. Collaboration may increase the chance of paralysis. Risk of catalyzing objections from surface water stakeholders. Potentially resource intensive.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Proposed approach for collaboration between GSAs and other entities, weighing benefits and costs
CASE EXAMPLE: GSA COLLAPORATION IN THE UKIAH VALLEY GROUNDWATER BASIN SHOWS THAT AGENCIES ARE READY FOR SUSTAINABLE GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT

The Ukiah Valley Groundwater Basin is a medium-priority basin located in southeastern Mendocino County, one of several basins adjacent to the Russian River. The Russian River includes domestic, municipal, and agricultural water users as well as multiple ESA-listed salmonid species. Significant groundwater-surface water interactions occur within the Ukiah Valley basin. Thus, local surface water users and managers, as well as the environmental community, have a stake in SGMA implementation.

The Ukiah Valley Basin GSA is a Joint Powers Authority (JPA) that consists of the County of Mendocino, the City of Ukiah, the Russian River Flood Control District, the Upper Russian River Water District, and tribal and agricultural representatives. The GSA is initiating the preparation of a groundwater sustainability plan, which will need to evaluate the interaction of groundwater use with in-stream flows and surface water rights.

On the technical side, water balance models for short-term and long-term changes to the aquifer and interconnectivity impacts are being developed through a partnership between local agencies, the State Water Resources Control Board, and the US Geological Survey. A consultant retained by the GSA also is developing a discretized land and water use model. The latter model will identify areas in the surface water system that are vulnerable to potential undesirable results from groundwater pumping. These models will provide a reasonable dataset for analysis and policy making in the GSP in a timely and cost-effective way.

On the social and institutional side, agencies responsible for groundwater and surface water use have collaborated with stakeholders through a transparent public process of monthly meetings. The GSA has conducted a lengthy process of outreach to stakeholders. It also used a professional facilitator, who was funded by a DWR grant, in the GSA formation process. Challenges in the formation process were addressed through a consensus building approach rather than majority rule. Moving forward, if members of the GSA have concerns about a path forward or about a long-term project identified in the GSP, all of the members will work together to develop a solution that all of the agencies can respect and allow.

In the Ukiah Valley Groundwater Basin, groundwater and surface water—and thus the interests of groundwater and surface water users—are closely linked. This means that collaboration between different types of water users is essential. Despite their multiple and sometimes differing interests, the JPA member agencies that are a part of the Ukiah Valley Basin GSA agree that SGMA is the start of a lengthy process of collaboration which, in the long run, hopefully puts agencies on the same page. Future sustainability requires working together and finding ways to address hard questions around the intersections of managing groundwater and surface water.
VI. Conclusion

By acknowledging the connection between groundwater and surface water systems, SGMA took an important step for the future of integrative water management in California. But that step also generates many challenges and questions. Some of the challenges will arise from the need to develop a technical understanding of groundwater-surface water interactions, and others will arise from the many unresolved questions at the intersection of groundwater and surface water rights and other principles of state and federal law.

In this report, we have attempted to identify these questions and, to the extent that is possible to do so, to provide answers. Many of our answers are not definitive, but we hope they will help GSAs, state agencies, and others manage uncertainty as they navigate the challenges of sustainable groundwater management. We also hope our analysis will help GSAs and other stakeholders that choose to use SGMA compliance as an opportunity for collaboratively developing broad responses to a range of surface and groundwater management challenges.
Abbreviations and acronyms used in this report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>Assembly Bill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIA</td>
<td>Bureau of Indian Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP</td>
<td>Best Management Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESA</td>
<td>California Endangered Species Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDFW</td>
<td>California Department of Fish and Wildlife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWR</td>
<td>California Department of Water Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESA</td>
<td>Federal Endangered Species Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCP</td>
<td>Habitat Conservation Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPA</td>
<td>Joint Powers Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDE</td>
<td>Groundwater Dependent Ecosystem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSA</td>
<td>Groundwater Sustainability Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSP</td>
<td>Groundwater Sustainability Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOAA Fisheries</td>
<td>National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Fisheries Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB</td>
<td>Senate Bill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGMA</td>
<td>Sustainable Groundwater Management Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVIHM</td>
<td>Scott Valley Integrated Hydrologic Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWRCB</td>
<td>State Water Resources Control Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMDL</td>
<td>Total Maximum Daily Load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC</td>
<td>University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USBR</td>
<td>United States Bureau of Reclamation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USFWS</td>
<td>United States Fish and Wildlife Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USGS</td>
<td>United States Geological Survey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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